[Tensile strength of bone fixation of hydroxyapatite coated Schanz screws of the Heidelberg External Fixation System (HEFS)--comparative torque measurements in clinical use and in cadaver tibia].
It is claimed in the literature that hydroxyapatite(HA)-coated screws of external fixators have superior fixation strength in bone, which is postulated to lead to a substantial decrease in loosening and infection rates. We report on a study of the maximum torque values developed while inserting and removing 30 HA-coated Schanz screws of 8 Heidelberg external fixation systems applied to the tibia to correct leg length differences and axial deformities. The infection rate was determined in accordance with defined criteria, and was found to be about 20% for the HA-coated screws. Screws without infection showed an extraction torque above insertion torque, screws with infection an extraction torque below. A significant correlation (p = 0.05) was seen between infection and decrease in fixation strength (quotient: loosening torque/tightening torque). To exclude the impact of such biological processes as osteointegration and bone remodelling, the clinical results were compared with the torques measured for coated and uncoated Schanz screws in a human cadaveric tibia. A significantly higher fixation strength in bone was found for HA-coated screws in comparison with uncoated screws (p = 0.002). These data warrant a clinical study directly comparing HA-coated and uncoated Schanz screws.